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Inclusive utility investments can capitalize many solutions at the grid edge,
while still providing a path to ownership and assurance of consumer protection
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Inclusive utility investments can capitalize many solutions at the grid edge,
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Ratepayer funds and other polluter pays funds
can buy down upfront cost barriers
After all rebates and public funds are applied,
the remaining balance yields these options:
q Pay Cash

Rebates

q Decline the upgrades

$ Hundreds

q Pay on Credit

Rate-payer or
Public funds

Customers
$ Thousands
in upgrades
per participant
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Leveraging funding to mobilize much more capital
with inclusive utility investment in site-specific upgrades
with consumer protections and a pathway to ownership
After all rebates and public funds are applied,
the remaining balance yields these options:

Rate-payer or
Public funds

q Pay Cash

Rebates

q Decline the upgrades
ü Inclusive utility investment

Capital
Markets
$ Billions
of low cost capital
available

Loan

Utility
$ Millions
Investment
annually

Tariff

$ Hundreds

q Pay on Credit

Customers
$ Thousands
in upgrades
per participant
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Upfront Cost

Rebate

Addressing first-cost barriers with funding and financing
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Capitalize

Funding

Addressing first-cost barriers with funding and financing

Site Ownership
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Funding for initial deployments
is critical to getting started
Instrument

Sustainable

Scalable

Customer
Balance Sheet
Treatment

Taxpayer funding

Highly
sought
grants

Polluter funding (carbon price)
Ratepayer funding

Covering the incremental upfront cost with grants is not scalable or sustainable.
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Financing options can extend the impact
of funding available for the incremental upfront cost
Instrument

Sustainable

Scalable

Customer
Balance Sheet
Treatment

Taxpayer funding

Highly
sought
grants

Polluter funding (carbon price)
Ratepayer funding
Debt financing

Balance sheet
liability

Operating leases / services

Balance sheet
liability

Utility tariffed on-bill investment

Financing
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20 utilities in 10 states have gained experience over 10+ years,
and more stakeholders, utilities, and regulators are in diligence now
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Pay As You

Save®

and

PAYS®

are trademarks of the Energy Efficiency Institute, Inc., which has never charged for its use. Map produced by LibertyHomes.

2016: SB350 mandates the CEC to produce a landmark report on
Barriers to Low-Income Customers
Recommendation on financing:
“The CPUC should consider developing a tariffed on-bill pilot
for investments in energy efficiency that targets low-income
customers regardless of credit score or renter status, and that
do not pass on a debt obligation to the customer.
Utilities could use the program to make energy upgrade
investments and recover the cost through the bill, so long as the
recovery charge is less than the estimated savings.
The Energy Commission should encourage and provide
technical assistance to POUs and other load-serving entities
seeking to implement a tariffed on-bill pilot.”
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Tariffed On-Bill Investments
deploy and recover capital for site specific upgrades
Tariffed on-bill programs offer all utility customers the option to access cost effective energy upgrades
using a proven investment and cost recovery model that benefits both the customer and utility.

CAPITAL
PROVIDER
UTILITY

ON-BILL
COST RECOVERY
TIED TO LOCATION

UTILITY

LOCATION

CUSTOMER:
CURRENT &
FUTURE

SOLUTION
PROVIDERS

INVESTMENT
IN UPGRADES

Open Competition
& Consumer Choice
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Attributes

On-Bill
Loan

PAYS®
Tariff

✔

✔

•

No upfront participant cost for cost effective upgrades

•

No credit or income qualification required

✔

•

Renters are eligible

✔

•

Estimated savings must exceed cost recovery charges

✔

•

Participant accepts terms of a utility tariff tied to the location

✔

•

Cost recovery is through a fixed charge on the utility bill

•

Participant agrees to disconnection for not paying utility bills

✔

•

Payments end if upgrade fails and is not repaired

✔

•

Cost recovery runs with the location and remains in effect for subsequent
customers at that site until cost recovery is complete

✔

✔

✔
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Pay As You Save® and PAYS® are trademarks of the Energy Efficiency Institute, Inc.

Inclusive utility investment with tariffed on-bill terms
powerfully expands access to economic opportunity
Comparison for building efficiency upgrades

2X
Loans

50% 2X

PAYS®
Customer Eligibility

~10%

5X

Offer Accepted

10X
Deal Size

Default Rate

Investment acceleration is a product of these multiples.
ü No consumer loan, lien, or debt

ü Deeper energy & carbon savings

ü Reaches renters and low-income

ü Higher uptake rates
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2018: 100% clean electricity (SB100) + building decarbonization (SB1477)
2019: Equitable Building Electrification framework, released by

Greenlining Institute and Energy Efficiency for All in 2019, calls for
supporting ESJ households through alternative financing such as
tariffed on-bill investments.

2020: The Building Decarbonization Coalition completed a

stakeholder process to chart a policy roadmap called Towards an
Accessible Financing Solution, which recommends tariffed on-bill
investment combined with complementary funding.
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This is an excerpt. Full set of recommendations is in the report:
https://www.buildingdecarb.org/uploads/3/0/7/3/30734489/bdc_whitepaper_final_small.pdf
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Recent newsmakers are validating field interest
EPA Administrator draws attention to
inclusive utility investment programs at
White House Roundtable on Better Buildings

Forbes introduces a larger audience to
inclusive utility investments

DOE Loan Program Director welcomes applications for
tariffed on-bill programs in keynote for VERGE Electrify
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